






Contact structure 휉 is WSSF if (푀, 휉) is a component of (푀�, 휉′) which is dominated 
by symplectic manifold (푋, 휔) (휔(푣, 푤) > 0, (푣, 푤) : oriented basis of 휉′)

WSSF⟹Tight, Taut⟹Reebless.



Space of plane fields ⟺ Space of ℙ� valued functions on 푀. 
(The normal vector of 휉� ⊆ 푇�푀)

Special Foliation: 푆� × 푆�, 휁 = Ker(푑휃) given by 푆� × {푝푡. }
Thm. Oriented 퐶� foliation 휉 on oriented 3-mfd 푀, other than (푆� × 푆�, 휁), 
can be approximated by a positive/negative contact structure.

Example: 핋�, 푑푧 + 푡(cos 2휋푛푧 푑푥 + sin 2휋푛푧 푑푦)

Why is (푆� × 푆�, 휁) special?
Thm. If (푀, 휉) contains 2-sphere 푆 ⊆ 푀 and 푇�푆 = 휉� for any 푥휖푆. Then (푀, 휉) ≅ (푆� × 푆�, 휁)

Any confoliation of 푆� × 푆�is diffeomorphic to 휁 in a 퐶�-nbh.

Proof of the theorem.

Holonomy along a closed curve 훾, which is tangent to 휉: the following map 
휑: 퐼 → 퐼, 푥 ⟼ 푦 (퐼 × 푆� embeds into 푀, 푆� into 훾, 퐼 transverse to 휉) 

Holonomy 휑 is:
Nontrivial, if
Linearly nontrivial, if
Attracting/Repelling, if
Sometimes Attracting/Repelling, if

(a) We can 퐶� perturb it into a foliation which has only finite many 
closed leaves.

Def. A minimal set: closed union of leaves which contains no closed union of leaves as a proper 
subset.
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For a foliation after (a), 푀 consists of:
Finite many closed leaves and some exceptional minimal sets (Minimal set which is neither 
closed leaf nor the entire mfd)
Or, 푀 itself is a minimal set (휉 is minimal).

If 푀 is not minimal: it has linearly nontrivial holonomy (Sachsteder, 1965)
If 푀 is minimal: 
(a') Approximate 휉 by a fiberation over 푆� (Tischler)
(a'') The fiber is not 푆�! Approximate it by foliation with 2 closed leaves.

(b) Thm. (푀, 휉) is 퐶�- foliation, 훾 tangent to 휉, has linearly nontrivial holonomy. Then ∃푁 ⊂ 푁′ ⊂ 푀,
휉 can be 퐶�-deformed into a confoliation, which is positive contact in 푁, unchanged in 푁′�, 
diffeomorphic to 휉 in 푁�.

(c) If confoliation 휉 has contact region 퐻(휉), and any x connect to 퐻(휉) by some path tangent to 휉.
Then 휉 can be deformed into a contact structure.

Thm. Reebless (Taut) foliation 휉 approximated by a contact structure 휉′, then 휉′ is tight (WSSF).
The inverse is not always true!







Attaching 1-handles to X, or
Attaching 2-handles: A knot 퐾, 푇�퐾 ⊂ 휉�. Normal bundle of 휉 in 푇푀 is a cacnonical 
framing (Contact framing). 퐾: Lagrangian knot.



Attaching the 2-handle with framing 1 less than the contact framing.
Then the symplectic form extended to 푋′, and the new boundary is still strong/weak convex!

Thm (Elishaberg, Etnyre) Compact symplectic mfd (푋, 휔) with weak boundary can embed 
into a closed symplectic mfd (푋�, 휔�).


